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fe=uIfts from tte Pfie 11,1aW-Atntiou BgtpoieSnalTt tctmique
(WHWaT) *xr tent we praseztsid. This cer it a i sat the air-&lAut-

lIulucd groAnt rtiobs trcs a largeeyteA nucew nacmo uirar a pilan area
96 tnet by 3150 feet. A speiaLly dosignSd matrix of prinafr nas utilized
to produce the 4esirei ezplostoa in a cooflned volume of air * Ant owvturten,
or mos of material, wea placed over the nxcsioa to provit c rs~tim
Thufl. to thape the rautiag wave p~dsc eat to provide the required lots
durat bus, "he erpeinent produced an air pressure m.lse thIch had a peak
overresur. of 312 psi,. a time to aae-hall p*Ak pressure of 2-.2 am=, anda
a totC.] duerat of c4ZTO sc. The sisak fr=n traveled at, an anragwe 'Velocity
of 5,120 fitfe. Cc~ tIe Iss of those results4 r aw4~ tIes are a"* for
ttturt sisisflt tios es iAn. TheI stnred =Lrbbtfrweflit zwiuzd
stresses awe competed vith tbeoretitcal alelation. &r.4 the nuldity of the
technique for sisatins the detired mowlest enviromnt is establishd
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The Phase 1Ii-sag4%uration high-Explcsiva Sisulation ?echniqse (WSHET)

*tct, was fired at 1315 bour., R&T, on 15 Dece-ser 196 , at Kirtland Air Force

comliex in the s-iaflated envir'oment.

A"hrea a ecl of interest W been recertl geerated in the develipient

of valo v techniques to .imate nulearj* eapn effects. a0c-h of thea ipetus

for this increased interest resulted from the =ratoriua on atnaspheric testing

which waz impoced by the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. Air Fore requirents exist

to conluct rn.clear temts on actual hlardened systes as well as to comduct

basic research on nucluar wtapon effects. Since atmcpheric testing is no

longer possible1 theme requirements must ow be met tbrcag sinulatlm progrea=.

To meet a crtion of these requires-ents, the Air Force Weapmns Laboratory began

a two-phase program in February 419,6k to develop a technique to sindate the

air-blast-induced ground motions from a large-yield sclear exploslon. Phase 1

(reference f) of this progran consisted of a thorough study of various simula-

tion techniqaes and the actual field testing of the two most prcising

explosive techniques. The techniques tested were ( il a detonable gaseous

mixture ani (2 a matrix of priacord to produce the desired explosion ir a

confined volume. An overburden, or mass of material, was placed over the ex-

plosive tc prcvide a reaction force which would nap-e the resulting wave pulse

to provide the require lor durations.
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TIe axl icaticof wt a~ verbrden to increase exploaio durations was

first atteptd by the tanf -rd Research Institute (refereee 2). They ftired

a number of simulation shots cn a all scale, 5-1/2 feet x U-i12 feet in

Aan, utllistja a -det-enabe gazens mixture. Then prelilary rtsualts Indi-
cated that the overhbden coneept for increasinvg durations was a practiral

scheme if the experiment was conducted on & large enogih scale. Hoverer, the

w se as WixtuerLs weIb they utli& did wt sim.Uate LW trwti wave

chareawtristics of a shock wave in air, i.e., the correct pressure/froatal

velocity relationships.

The primaccrd itrix concept, also utilizing the overburden to intrease

durations, was developed under contract (reference 3) for the Air Forte

Meapors Laboratory. No shots were condgcted oa an area 15 feet x 30 feet in

plan. theseo Wa rts were not successtaL in producing the -desired euvironitert

of a 30 D-psi overpressure wave fcr a lare-yield nuclear weapon.

Seven shots were fired tinder tbe Phase I study on an area 20 Ifeet x

40 feet in plan. Mhese tests further developed the two explosive techniques

and refined the overburden concept for Increang durations. Either technique

appeared to be capable of siamalting the desired enviroent. Hover, the

prim ord matrix., ofTiciafly designated the leng-Duration ighb-hplosive

Sianlation Technique LDR ), was selected as the %ore promising for appli-

cation on Larger scales. It was easier to field, safer, and are ecoramical

than the detenable gas technique.

The Phase 11 test was a dirk.tt follow-on of the Phase I effort. This

test wus conducted tc demonstrate the feasibility of simlating air-blast-

induced grourd motions from a large-yield nuclear weapon utilizing the LW{ES?.

The test was conducted on a plan area 9k6 feet x 150 feet, which vas mach

larger than any experiment previously conducted. Conventional construction

techniques and practices were utilized to deronstrate the feLsibillty of con-

ducting even larger experiments.

3. Nuclear Blast Enviroment

This experiment was planned to simulate the nuclear blast eaviroruent

at the 30 0-pui peak overpressure level from a 1-? surface explosion. This

4



peak overresare will occur at a grnmd raage of 2,M5 feet frot the detcnat ten
po at am vill have &a "smociated shack frrnt velocity cf 4,5W feet per s.ond

(refurence L) I% The rweamire deecays rapidly frim tihe Peak ralue at the shock

frnt and reches az vaue of 1~pai In 3'7 msec. Hiawever1 the total poosihve
phase duration will 1e apraxisately I secto.

VIeure 1-1. illus~trates the prwssure-tine histary of a 300L-psi ak over-

pre&ssure sh-c-k wv~e fra a 1-W t 
ettw# an a hat iayul-e c~sevaime& Is t45 T

Nilet can be coaput*4 by taking the ti"e integ-a off tVIM preamwe over the

entire positive Vphase duration.. In this iflst6Zt@, it Is 3W psi-ate.

Vbften the history of the shaock wave Js stuied (figure 1-2) it cax be seem

tbat the peak overpressure and the sok front velocity batA decay wnotonically

with grund rnge. ?his is caused by the nansica taking plaee as the air

blast loas increasingLy iarger disks of atterial.

The curature of the shok front also tsecrns with grownd rarae. At a

distance of 2,00 feet from the detoation point, tbe curvature of the shok

front ts considered to be Insignificant. Thereore, this simlation technique,

ttiliaes a plane wave front tc simulate the actual case.

The air-blast para rters that were cortsidered in the 4evelpogmt of the

envircn=et to be similated are

(i) Peak overpressure

(2) Shock front velocity

(3) Overpressure dth-rtlo, pulse shape ad impzlse
(I) Peak overpressure and shock front velocity dec

The effecta of these parameters on the air-blast-indeed ground motions

are discussed in the next section.

a. Air-Blast-lnduced Ground Motions

Vnen large surface areas are loaded nearly uniformly, such as

occurs at rDderste ranges from a large-yield nuclear detonation, one-

dimensional wave theory can be used a an appresimx1tF! In one-disernslonal

wave theory, only vertical otions occur and simple relationships can be es-

tablished anong stress, displacement, strain, velocity, and acceleration.

C.
51
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Atto-Aaf t=is sttatin Is highly i4talisMA, the theory prow ises en tvr-

stating of the binsi relatioships betwee the air-blast parameters " *he

streses ad ntions idued in the coil. These resuts can then be eorrcted

to tak aceviat at thn other factors vhigh irnluence th re-ieid tohvior.

?iae 1-3 stos a usifors *lastic *edium , ext*eadir to an laf inite

deptit, which is loaded uniformly at its free srrace by a tise_ dtpe1ett

S pressure PCt). A unit c-yiadrr of ell, axe41a Aro the mzr.Nhet to an

iafirdto depth, a be owmeatd sod *ill 'at repesentative of all um sur-

routdig aterisl. The str~afn in all directions ezeept depth, X, are equal

to zero.

Far eqwillbroa the sation of forces in the z direction mst

be eVal to ser, ad

whicb siaplifies to

where

o s density of t medium

: u isturbed location of a given particle

u * displacemet of a given particle in the
s direction, a function of z and t

t time variable

a = norml stress in z directioz, tension
considered positive

Dfine strain as

au

and stress as

z K

6
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wh~ere

aTazas modulus

Then aking appopriate substitutica Into the wave equation,

a3k a1&uk i ak

Define

at
T he M ave seut ion reduces to

z 2 iz

The solution to this eqat=on is of the form

u a r(t - z/C) + g(t * Z/C)

w,.here

ftt - z/C) decribes a forward Woving woe

(t* z/C) describes a backward awing wave

Since the ediun is considered to have an infinite depth, only the forward

maving wave solutiot is required.

The wave shape is ualtered as it propagates through the mediun.

Figure I- shows a pressure pulse propagating through the medium vith the time

variable, (t - z/C). ziC is the time it takes the wave to propagate from the

surface to the depth being studied.

Stress has been previously defined as

ax

7I
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-0 C20 su2i j -cr (t a /c)

U r~t - / )

as c

strain has bem pnflioustr defined a

whi~~~ft Rza bveI

vtc fo (ho I/0

z C

Particle velocity is defined as

u a f Ct - s/C)

At the surface (z 0 ) the stren is equal to

ao a 4P(t)'

The fom above

0z -flt)- -ocr(t - ZiC)

and

r'(t S /C) a UI&2.
PC

At a dpth, z f ~z/C)s a t - ZIG)
PC
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Mking tfre epprariate stmstitutiOns

z -P(t - Z/C)

t-(t -x/,0 2

kceflerstios is deflned - te partial derivotive of the particle

velocity vit respect to time

S S .SHmP(t-ti)
ikt PCfat

Thus, the peat aefeleration is dependent on the shape of the over-
pressure-time curve.

I"heAboute. displacemen of a poi nt, s, at a specifi tim, t, can

be obtained by a integration of the parti le velocity at the point, a

u(Z. t)-A P(t.- I4

P o

and

ta(z, t) a

PC
I - lt - :c1)dt

This integral is equal to the wea under the o rpnessune-tim curve

P(t - 00C) between the tim o to z. See figure 1-4. This integration cam

be caiveniently performed grapldcaflD on the overpressure-time curve.

Table I-I sumarizes the one-dimensiocal wave propagation quantities.
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SMX07 Wt-A3VA Km fWAG&70 WMXT~fzS

pmtity & tion

$taiZ a -NFt -alc)Ip
SES

Veloity 11 = {t s/C)/oc

Acceleration f P- yeC It= OC ilt

splasemat U I/O

The one-dtinsional wave theory has show that the stress in the soil

propA4es with a waf shape ualtered froa the air-blat input. In reality,

three major dhiars will take place - the stress wave propega with depth.

The rise time vUii increase, the ipuls. turation will be spread out, and the

pea stress will decrease. onliearilze in the stress-strain curves of

earthen maerials ae the prissy cease of the first two factors. The varia-

tion of stress intensity with depth Is ca ed by three separate phenomna.

First, *ost earthen merials have highly nonelastic stres-strain curves

which result in energ absorption. Secondly, when finite areas are loaded

by tra sient inputs, rarefactics vas propagate invard from the boundaries

(see figure 1-5).. Thirdly, spatial attenuation, or the spreading out of the

load, ad reinforcing of the load by areas that have been loaded by higher

pressures plq conflicting roles. As previously described, the peak over-

pressure ad shock velocity of the air-bleat input are both decqtng vith

ground rang (see figure 1-2). If this air-blast is used as the loading

input for an elastic half space, rq theory can be used to examine the problem

(see figure -6). Las peak oerpressure Iewel hex a rq path along th

10
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it p, and spatial dvrce C n it to attenu&te as it pragatn.

If a vtertIcal section is examined, it ca be shown that eero fre higher

averpnssun negons will be fewding Into a4 locally noin forcing the stra

level at may groud rane of interest. Pr vegalon yields, the air-hlst

parwaten are changing at the appropriate rate to balance th*e effect of

the spatial Mrme and so attesmatim &a to this ;teonoenc shouldA ocuar.

When the test area Is SMll fl '50a Net) .in catiso vith the W rt

loaded by a £4C v ca. the air-blat naraters a&m narly utifore ("t

figure 1-2). La Stti, ?ten depths of a f hmdr d fet or Iss aeS of
irt ti*st, the win4 e Met is mmla.. Because of thee factos, the decay

wr g'"ik overpressure ad shock front velocity have ct ieen tmther considered

a an important parameter to the simulation technlqn.,

The ne-diaional a th theory has also shom that the strain an

pthrr.i;e velocity amre afeted by the aapitute and wave sha of the air-

bln t input and the properties of the medi. Thee. fe field uatitiee

are easo affocted by the sae paraewtr which cas. th e attenutlan of

stress ith deh. Acceleration ha been preloasly shown to be estrely

masitive to the shape of the air-blat input, prticularly the rise timn ,

whtch increases with depth. Displaicewwt hAs bem oa to bo dop-nint

aievet Ptifitraisplaets, thae io le easth grossl wt thatk oe the U

the integral of the strws-time history at the depth of interest. t

nuclear explosion and tht trite loaded not be sipitiantly large, In

relatin ship to the depth of interest, to inimied the effect of rarefaction

vanes.

Only vertical compments have been discused thus far. A treLing
wave must be considered to study the nlatioshitp betvw vertical and

horizontal stresses ad matiats. Figuare 1-? illustrates a typical air-blat

input, PNt), traveling over the s--rfsc. of the earth with a shock velocity, U.

The velocity of propagation of the stress va" Into te earth,* C, is doter-

minedl by the intensity of the air-blat input and thme properties of' the earth

material. It is given by
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Whene

f:eeflraintd modulu at tbe Stress lmvel Of, Interest
=0 am$' donity

For the sake of simplicity et. the air-blst input in the supersetaic

regvie will be discuss . ?is is a good asxumptic for taciltes wich am

oeatattt ii sil or "It roe k to ittad overpressures of several

haed pai.t in this rio, the stress w trails behind the air-blast

shoi frnt and anters the rond ith an agle, a, which can e t mind

by

es aea Cf U

As indicated in figure 1-7, the initial stresses and tins propqte

in a direction perpedicular to the stress ve front. H we"r, tehind the

wave front tien irections change At very late tim the problem e be

am sidered static and the aotiats and stresses must now be vertical. The

direction of the motions and stresses flgB abang with time, having a

initial direction perpendicular to the comression wve frnt ad a flal

direction on a vertical linea. At an approxisatim, the components of the

mtins and streses cam be cauted by asamzg that the entire stress wwre

propagates in a direction perpendicular to the ccmqression vave frost. For

this assumption the horizoctal c ofesits and vertical components are

Horizontal component a value perpendicular to front x sin a

Vertical component w value perpendicular to fr*ut x cos a

?bu, the value of the horizontal and vertical components of both

the initial stresses and motions induced in the soil are a fnction of the

material properties - well as the shock front velocity. To achieve appro-

priate horizontal and vertical components, the shock frost velocity produced

by the simalation technique su t closely duplicate that of the nuclear

environment at the overpressure level of interest.

The previous discussion of air-blat-induced Srond motion has

shown that the peak overpressure, shock front velocity, overpressure du-ratio

plze shape, and impulse are sigiflcant pazeters in defining the environ-

mat to be simulated. The Phase II test attempted to generate a peak over-

pressure of 300 psi and a shock front velocity of t,8O0 ft/ec. The duration

12
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t : Iha? apet pow, : is axednaqritaie fas asiLt thn Orrrectne

of th e ovpresre ~t y b d the shock b ste, I- &dthe g.o~ss

satcainc of the i u u f Vas att ,t.pted.

b. Prisacord W arix

flart 1-n l-1d1i utt rathe gnerai concept of the tpritxAcord trx.

Ao otinwuos strard of ri eaior i h beet laeMe xeo tiz p hich *proi-

mates the uifom prpertin of a solid sheet explosive. This wpvxim-ation

is requrwc ac sheeie It e tpl i r vict the- Oppropriate 4 y.tla1 promsrties

am not currntilj eo-emweral ai labie. ?rixscond, = -the other had, hs

the pproprte di4etoation propettec whn It is placed ir a ociafiy &esigned

inarix, in addition, it is conerc-Ialy available, fairly eccocs, and 411
afe to work wiMt.

There are tum paraoters which ay be adjusted to control Ue echaratctr-

Istics of the shock wave prndueed by this technique. The" par eters are the

oaed desity md the priamard wrap agte. o w werstad the effect eo these

tro parvters, the process tbat poe ms the shck wave not be cnsidared.

Tae wrap angle dtrmoines the rat at which the etefeustio proucts are

fomed along the length of the faility. These core stioc proucts act like

a pistom wtiy loads a cylinder of air in front of te petosati . This

process forms a shock wave iz the air which wmm out ahoead of thet piston,

and the partcle velocity of the air behid the saitk wafe is equal to the

velocity of the piston. The problem is further complicated by the tne

short-duratimn shocks that axe produced by the detonation of the indivIduLal

strands of priacordi and the reflection of these shocks with one mother ad

te buindaries of the cavity. These secondary hocks move forvard at a

faster velocity end overtake the main shock. The net effect is a reinforce-

sect of the main shock with a corriesponding increase in pressure and shock

velocity. The interactice of shocks creates a natural pressure decay

immediately bern md the shock front. If the cavity were pertlectly insulated

ad had rigid boundries, the gases inside vould eventually cost to swme

equilibrium pressure. tiowever, the overburden begins to mve upward at early

tirs, wicn increases the cavity volume and caec a corsponding decrease

in pressure.

13



(1 e theor etica pre ctio of the peak shock pressure proved to

be 'itractable. Thterefore, a expeflumntui approafh wAs used in Phase 1

,reftrence 1) tc determine the peak pressure. This appro*ah was guided by a

theoretical thernachemical analysis where isa~tropic, equilibrium pressures

were e uted for a fixed voltu (reference 3). These calculations cositered

the aomvticm of the primacord and its case and th disasociaticn of the

eotatic produacts.. figure 1-4 prnsents a logarithmic lenst-square fit of

the four xperim atal data points wbich were available from previous spenr-

mcmts MwD pek shock overpreettr he been plot ted a nn t o of loaed

d" ity. Lad desity is defined as the total eight of explosive, in pounds,

divided by the initial *tfned volune of air, in cubic feet. According to

f igure 1-9, a load deanity of 0.076 lb/ft 3 is required to produce a peak

* shock cverprwssure of 300 psi.

() Shock Front Velocity

Iguz 1-8 also Illustrates a plane shock frnt propagating in

the desired directio of travel. The primacord has a detonation velocity far

in excess of the 4,O00 ft/sec shock front which is to be sisaLlated. Therefore,

the priuaccrd mtrix must be designed to have a vrmp angle which produces a

shock front having the spropriate velocity. Simple trigonae tric theory

suggests that the vrep angle, 8, should be defined by the follcing formula:

i - .... c.._ _front .v gil l ,
s detnation front Velocity

Experimental data from Phse I indicate that this simple th.eory

does not explain the observed results. The problems s complicated by all of

the factors discussed in section 1.4.b. Therefore, the results of the experi-

mental program mast be util zed to predict the required wrap angle for a

desired shock front velocity.

Figure I-10 presents a curve of shock front velocity versus

wrap angle. This curve vas obtained from a leat squared fit of the four

data points vhich vere available. There vex a great deal of scatter in the

experimental results and the curve is only accurate to t500 ft/sec. According

to figure I-10, a wrap wngle of 9.2 degrees will produce a shock front

velocity of 4,800 ft/sec.
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e. Overburden ailain

A pressure pulse of extrently sart duration would be produced if*
the priacrd matelx wotr* exploded iam the opez air. Kowvver, the totali
duration c be significantly Increased and the njor portirm of the drec

behind the frclt ontrmiled if an overburden is utilized. The overb rd*n

will. rvm uward after the detonation takes place and the expdosion products

vili etasnd irsto tht increslng nflum. "Me initial volum of the ezpAnion

cavity, the peak onrptesaar, the overburden maa, and the expwisiou proes*

all control the ovemnt of the oterbwaie. A numer of siipliring nssu-a-

tin sls be sada beftre tbe amnt of the verur e e cw b* alculatet.

Figure 1-11 illustra;ts the moel wbich vas used for the onrtzur~n

calculations. A tim-varying pressure is cwfined in a cavity of infinite

lateral extent which as an initial height of xo . The lower bow dry of

the cavity is asnawd to be a rigid surface. The upper boundary of the

cavity, Which is formed by the overburdtn, is ssued to nne only in the

vertical direction with rigid body wtPqc. fte overburden is deflned by a

mass per unit area, a. Only me coordinate is required to define the rigid

bo<y motion of the oextrurden. Thus:

x(t) = displacement

d2
4- acceleration

dt 2

The expansion of the ga es in the cWty can be described by

Pf t) a I(0 ( o )

where

P a peak shock o"rpressure

a a atmospheric pressure

x a displacement

X a initial cavity height

a ratio of srecific heats a 1.3



inxg Moutona secOnd IM,2

d2

the folwing equstion can be derived.

L.~~ +--+X

This nonlinear ditferent1 a equio vas solved by nuaerrieal integntion.

Figure 1-12 presents t results of the overburden calculatis for

a initial overpressure of 300 psi. The time to one-half peak pressure hex

been plotted as a functtoi of the two varlables: ove-rbtin weig;t end

initial cavity height. It can be seen that increasing either the initial

cavity height or the overburdn weight will increase the time to one-half

pressure.

esults frot Phase I indicate that the dration to oe-half pressure

is approxicately " percent of the theoretical value. However, the effect of

experiment size on this factor was not known, since all of the previous tests

bad been coaducted in acroxdately the sam size facility. it as costu-

lated that edge effects played an Imortant role in the Phase I experimentz.

and on the basis of Judgen, a correction factor of 90 percent va selected

rather than the experien.tal value of " percent. Figure 1-12 was then used

to select an initial cavity heicat of 36 inches and n overburden weight of

500 lbs/ft 2 to give an expected time to one-half pressure of 37 msec.

Figure 1-1- presents the ttheoretical overpressure-tive history

calculated for the selected parameters. Mhe results for a 1-It? nuclear

weapon nave also been plotted on the sae tigian for oqarison. It can be

seen that the krimacord curve utcies the nuclear curve only in the neigbor-

bood of the ce-half peak pressure. However, it mast be realized that the

theoretical prisacord curve accoants only for the pressure decay caused by

overburden wtion, and the interaction of shocks at the front will cause a

decay isriately behind the shock, which is not considered in these caluc-

jations. iten this is taken into account, the general characteristics of

the two cu v-'r should be quite similar down to one-halt peak pressure. The
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primtrd curve hm a total dureion of 160 me and a total iMamle of t5

psi-sec. Mh nuclear curve has a total. impulse of 32 psiac; however, in

t-e4 tint 160 nsec, it hias at iqnuas of approzintely ie Wi-4*c.

17
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Figure 1-.3. Styes" on an El2mont Under One-Diamsicaml Wave Cwditims
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Figure 1"a. Pressure-Tine History at Depth,z
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Figure 1-7. Air-Blest-Induceld Ground Motias in. $upeneimaic Rertca
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SIMIC( FRONT

DESIREOD REZTION OF TRAVIEL

-SOO" MONT VELCITY

SHOCK FRONT VELOCITY
DETONATION VELOCWY

Figure 1-8. Primacord Mtrix
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SE=10I II

a. fetmation Pacility Cnstnction

The Stematicn facility ofis oSteel *Meet Piling earth

retaining walls, a wcod and steel suppo s t ,

Figure 11-23 is a general pan view. Figures 11-2, 7I-3, and il1k are three

typi cal sections which illustrate the major cocments of the facility.

?hie cocstnctica of the t-atzaion facility ans accolised in the

t& 'iwing major steps:

(1e Mw test area was excaated to the requi red dit iatas.

(2) Steel sheet piling was driven around the perimeter of te

facility, except for a sna11 access roadwaq.

(3) Steel H piles rere driven, and WP bee=, to spu the rdel

sectin owere positioed and elded in place.

(I ) The rows of prefabricated footings, cowms, and girers

were set into place nd nailed together.

(5) dThe rnaining steel sheet pilin s driven to close the

roadway.

(6) The prisacord raks were 1mostulled, tied together, and

connected to the plae wave detonation generator.

(7) 'The partially prefabricated wood panels were positioned ax

top of the girders, nailed in place, and filled with sand; and the top ply-

wood members were stapled to the floor joists.

(8) Sand fill was placed between the steel sheet piling and the

wooden support structure.

(9) Finally, the sd overburden was placed siwiltaneously v-itn

te earth backf!ll which surrounds the facility.

The facility was constructed in a rectangular excavation approximately

120 feet by I'0 feet in plan and 10 feet deep. As orlgtnally ronceived, the
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fatity. would haim been constructed on a level area with the earth retaining

vail in a bermed cofiguration. &wever, a 1-fbot cut was required for this

test in order to place the floor of the facility at am elevati= below met

lqears whicb were present at the size-

The taeC sheet pilizg was drivwen aromd the perireter of the test

area with a 6-is&. space betw the support structure and the inside face

of the sheet piling. 111is E-iuc& space w"r Icar fluled wietb sand t-, provide

additicnal lateral stmbility to the facility. The steel sheet piling vas

driven to a dpth of 5 feet and vs -at olff at a heigst of 10 112 ftet. This

was to provi e a vertical working face and to support the unbalanced harloztal

force whi ch results from the different heights between the overbusrden and the

backfill.

fil ling betvee th sieet piling and tb* side of the cen cut. ft backfill

naerial was placed mccwactd- It consisted of a predowinotely silty

mAterial which was preseat at the site. Th backfill ope1-ati vasacop

lished sicltae-Nly with tbe p ia~ae n of the send o rbrde to avoid
excessive benait of t i hin railit.

'M-e supor s ttre serves three purposes simultaneawty: it
poides the initial pait. i vh n tin explosio tu plree, it ositioh s

the peri c in a tholontal plane aboe the ound surfate, tad it spesrts

the overburden. he initial city height, tag whe surfae of t e gq cd

tfille btn of the seoor piels, i 3 feet. etr the etonation taks

place, the explosion products fa this initial cavity and crate the r ird

peal which wass reseta h ie.i akiloeainwsac~

ligures- 1-2 and 11-3 e tytical sections which ilustrae e the

emtructio of the wood t:uor of sre sporre sprcpuse. Te tas of

fotin , colum s, ad irders n whic the ehix o spae te leosti

of the fbility. The eerir bys were located h u-fooacet ofter oile

te interior bs were ocate on o-foot spters. The sorums wee plaed

oc 5-foot centers along the length of each row.

31 4
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=, tWo ro s, ihicb a& p the c-tral baq., wa bzfle acros a

20-foot ape at the oeC location, and steel aos-tractica was se-d in place

of the Wood. Steel B piles were driven to depths of apprxinately r, feet

&I the four orners, ad steel WY bem were used to spau the distance between

the piles in eachn raw. Figure 1-4 illutratee this portion of the emastr-t

tion. The overburdnv eight is trasferred to tkhe H piles which distribute

the load &lag their length instead of to t-e surface of the gromd. This

ear the prelna&ng af the ziper port.io of the strnctural rel, incluAi4

the door.

2m wood panels, which spn the irws of girders, were partially

prefabri cated prior to plia mt; i e.. the botton plywood sha ts were stapled

to the wood joists. After the parels were nailed into pe itiot in the

facility, the space betwen the joists was fifled with a dftse cornerc al
3

ccrte sand at a drasity of approaately 105 I/ft . The dense sAnd

cntrols the initial wvernt of the overburden by preveting ompaction of

the lover surface. This is to ensure that rigid bo4 notios, which have

been ssum d ftr the overburden calculationms, actually take place. After

the sand was leveled, the top plywccd sheets were stapled in place.

The sad for the remainder of the overburder was obtained from a

local bcrrow pit. It vat selected on te basis of obtaining an uncoacted

de=sity of approximately 2.0 Ib/ft 3 or greater. The higb-density require-

seats are again to ensure that ri4gid boX actions toe place and to preduce

the minimum neight for a given weight of overtwrden. The sa overburden

Wes placed from the exterior of the test arem utilirdng a long boomed crone.

The final levelizg was ac=cplished by a snal tractor ad hand labor. The

tota weight of overturtit, including th pel san, ves 5005 lb/ftC

Figures 1U-5 though I-7 show thw cnstructca sequece. Figure 1i-5

shna the detob& o faility in an early sta e of the costruction. The

sheet pilini arond the perimater of the facility can be sets in the back-

ground. e worksmn are trenching for the fbatings, and pcrttons of the

colus are alrea4 i plece. Figure 111-6 stos the upper po-im of one of

the d piles and the WF bean which spans the model section. Figure 11-7

saos the compleed rews of footings, coluss and iriiers. Te primacord

racks are being installed before placement of the partially prefabricated
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wwd pmel. These paels can be seen stacked in the bactgrisd.

b. Pritacort 1zstaflati=a

175-grain, pliasti c-costed priaaomrd amnufaetnred by the Iksigm-

-i ckford CumpaaT was uti lized for ttis test. Tests vent condacted an 300-Toot
eleaentu of this prira=-ord and it w=-s temtmcad that the det=ticc -vol'ocity

was 21.=j ft/Isec +1 pereent.

(I)Pria~ort Rack Fabri caion

The priaccrd matrix ptwamters vere selected from the del&a

presented in section 1. A load density of 0.,076 lb/ft3 and a wrap angle, 6,
of 9.2 degrees were seiecoc.4 "o respectively protuce a peak eqtdlt1briua

overpressure of 300 psi1 ad a shock trost velocity of Ao,ft ft/sec.

The prirseord matrices were fabricated =n ioc-,en mcks. The

racks vote ccnstruacted of 2-inch by k.-iacdi 1wter with 22-gage mtal braces

at all Jtoints and corners (s* figure TlSI wo rack sizes were reqaired

to mmtch the girder spacirgs wviii ci were utilized in the construction of the

detonation facility. The lArsor racks, type A, we"e 7 f..t 2 inabes by

2k lfeet 10 indies and the saler racks, type B, were 2 Ift 9 indies b?-

2k4 feet 10 inches.

lotches vere ct arciad the entire perimeter of the racks to

tpoiticn the primacord. The notch spacing was daenwied a a trial and
error basis in am atteant to sisltaeoualy match the two painoters of load

de~ity and wrap angle. Table Il-1 sumriros theo notch spacings which were

utilized. This notch spacing produced a wrap &Ass]. of O.$ degrees.

Table Il-1

£OM~ SPACING

Side spacing I-d spacing

Rack ty-pe (inthes) (inches)

A2.625 17.2
a2.5k. 1C.s
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The ravpin of te priasord was accawptisbsd with the prisecord

racks nqprted a their center line with ain hoist. Thjs provid a

clera e for free passae of the pris=rt. The prisaori as initially

secured to a top mrer of the mt ith tape and strtched to the cpjite

MR side (boflra) of the rwk ad placed in the proper notch. fthe cord vs then
passe.=~der the rack ad stain stretched to the oppcstite side (top) and

placed in the proper notch. te card was alternately passed under amd

thrown over the top of the rack to enable the wtppers to use a cost incus

strand of prisacard. ach sueceeding wrap cyele was a repeat of the pre-ioas

operation until the center line of the rack was reached. At this point,

the person throwing the cord over tbe rack prceeded to the opposite end of

the rack wthe hw continued his operations. This procedure ontinued until

the entire rack had been wrapfed ith pri*asord. Flawe I1-9 is a sketch of

this operatic.

One hundred eihteen tousand feet of priaacord were used in

fabricating the tack3 and lacing them together after they were positioned

in the facility. The total volume of the explosion cavity tnus the volum

of the wood in the cavity vs 40,o7W ft . Te actual loading demsity was

(u80w ft)f 175lb
fS 'i3 0O25-Lb

(2) Priacord Un Placement

The racks were wrapped with vrluacord in avace of their

placewt in the detomaticm facility. During the interi period, they were

stored in an of-site explosive ordnaee bunker. Transportatioc to the

site and instalation in the detonatio5 facility were accomplished in

cosecutive steps. So of the prizacord racks were loaded c s flatbed

trailer, transported to the site, ad wloaded octo pallets. The pelets

were lifted into the detccatlo= facility by a crano and the racks were

placed by vormn white the flatbed trailer returned for anther load.

FiVire 11-7 shows the placezmt of a rack. the tops of the columns provided

a leIge vticn positioned the pruacord racks in a horizontal plane 2 feet

maei the ground surface.
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2he ccI= da tbe end of ea=h rackwalceto a t ix

;ftade btenheprimme-rd th cczo ad~iaceet rtk t5f

iniav ! F igure 1-0shwte-tying werttaa.

(3) Prinacord Detonation

A 96-foot strand of 44-gnina prinacord was connected to eadz

individual $iecr of urisacord across the antire width of the natrix cm the

detonaticn end of the facility. Forty-eigt strands of 175-craln prinazorei

were connected to thie kG-grain prizacord an 2-41o-ot centers. Each of the

:&8 strands vais placed in a plastic casing which passed through the nirvaod

bulkhead, skeet piling, and bakilmaterial to the original groumd .urtsce

Figure 11-12 illustrates the getetric Pattern of equal-length S

175-grain priacrd strands which were utilized to fabrctate the plane-wve

generator. IDulicate blasting caps were used to initiate detemation. The

detonation wave traveled davn the plane wave generator ntd tultaneously

detonated the %O0-grain prinrord at I&S sepaate pinlts. Phase I results

indicate ithat this detoaticn scheme wIli generate a wave vohich is rZane

across tthe Width Of the fUCIlity within & fewI ric2 Csecnda_.

c. Detonation Sequence

A dry-run of the c'.atdown procedurme ur-t wcducted burflre the toest

to ensure that all itrraio 1 timing, and tiring circuits were properly

functioning. The eouatdcvn procedure consisted of the fbllowtneg -steps:

(1) At ':-! nouns, twe test area was cleared of all personnel.

(2) Th25e blasting caps were installed on the plane vwe g eneratvr

aud toe firing lin~es were catwiected to the blasting caps.

(3) The firing lines were connected to tne safety -box at the ccnani

center. Before the firing circuit could be enerised trom the- -over spI;

a plug nad to be pnysicaiiy inserted into the safety box a#i a buttonr

depressed and held down.

(4; At T-15 minutes, the area was visually chected by rPsart to
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frflfe thth aes wax still clear of personel.

(5) At ?-5 minutes, all tastruuwtation circuits wiere energlted.t

(6) AT-2 uintas, the firing system prgmer was izitlated.

(1) At T-21 minute, a stren vas scmd&d. Mhe plug ia inserted into

the safety box and the button was do-pressedl.

t (8)At T-15 secns, a vertbaI countdown vsa started.

(91 At T-10 secon=ds, the am-l 1irtm swit&h vs thrown.

(10) At ?-8 seconds, the calibration switch vas opened.

(11) At ?-2 seconds, the caeas were turned cc.

(12) At T-O seconds, the explosives were detnated.

(13) The facility was visually inspected ftr sdetotaated explosives

and the "All Clear siren was sounded.

d. Safety

The command center vas located approzixtely 500 feet frio the edge

of the etonation facility. Only essential personnel were allowed in the

coa.d center. Spectators were not allowed to approaC within 1,000 feet

of the tcmtica facility fro ?-I hours untill after the "All Clea r siren

vas soiaded.

The westher criteria were based on a maxim wind velocity of 10

miles per hour with a heading sut that *snd or debris would not be blown

toward an active portion of the Kirtland Air Force 3se.

beca=se of the siting on an Air Force base, close coordination vss

required vith the FAA tower to ensure that aircraft did not pass over the

facility in their lading and take oft patterns dring the ftring sequence.

2. Istrumentation

a. General Layout

Figure 11-13 illustrates the general instrumetation layout. The

locations of te structural model and the hardened cable project are indicated.

Thegenralloceaon of the aI r pressure gages 6 Itne ricar-szarfaee toll pressuro-

gages, ad the drill holes for the earth ftee-field gages are also shown.

. , ---
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'Mhe specific ±nstrumnptatioc trtaiis are reported in Parts 2and 3. A

detalIed instrmantatoo list Is provided Int t4YptndIZ A.

AUI the lnstrantaticn cables were brought "-t of the detcenatien

facility iL five rajor trenches wheb has a sininaa depth of over of" - feet
of earth. The ahbeet piling twdliately onmr 'the cable trenches wam div en

to 1-toot depth insteada of the ntC5 feet to prevent shezzring of' i

cables at this dlaccatinuity. The cables were further pwettby beinR,

ir. PlstI VIuSI ~ rw ni &Uy trt~ ntatioz

locaticas to the exterior- of the detonation facility. 'The cables were broust

Lac the surface apyproximately 30~ feet trc= tbe north e-Ago of the facility andj

trez this point they ran above growid to the In12strt~mntation raw.

b. Instnzwntation IRecrding

Th~e electrotic signals ProducDed by the free-field ga in this

experirn it nere recorded in the Air Force Weapeos Laboratory Field Inst n-

sienatacln ?railer vkS et was to-cated approximattly 500 Pleet to the north of

the test site. 7be =C "SystemV (3-kc earnrer) was awd for signal canti-

tioniag of the velocity gages. The reaining tree-field gages were omrat-ed

by Ailegheny intr~nt "Sensor knalogue N;dun1Cs4 ISAM-I) signal cOaditi.otiat

equidpont. ThMe &AX-I is a DC system izeorporating a p.o.er supl and & DC

vide bwd &q4ifier for each #ag. Your ampex CP-00 ad twro -= -PS-33W

tape recorders were used to record al f tree-Ifield instrumatation With thbe

exception- of the earth tim of arrival systew1 vhttch vas recorded by Pmntax

eawrs. A time code getnerator was Lsed to place an TRIG tize code cn each

tape. Sisal ated calibration signals were sent through each recording

chanel imadiately before and after the shot by shunting selected resistors

ac-ross z arm of the trasducer bridge. Figure 11-14 is a schemtic of the

instrumentatic znrecordingZ systex.

c. Cuars Coverage

hig-I-speed actio picture and Fastax cameras were utilized to

photogra-ph the event. These cameras were rwmted on two woodena stands, one

to the north and one to the vat of the detonmation. facility. Woocen targets

wrre pos-ttioned to give the relat".ve w-remnt betveen the tap and botton of'

thte overburden as l1dlstrated in figure 11-15. The canera coverage vas
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planned to give data on the overburden motian and any venting of the explosion

products as well as to provide total pictorial coverage of the event.
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EARTH
BERM 10 GAGE STEEL SHEET PILING

.......... ......................... ........... ...... ...

SAND OVERBURDEN

5'--500 lbs/sq ft

3/4PLYLYWOOD

.iIII~Z2"X 28" JOISTS
PRIAC R 5-2I2"~ GIRDER 8' O.G, (TYP)fF

0 2 0 00

0 ' a -SOIL SURFACEj0

2-3"kc12" FOOTING 2-3"x 16" FOOTING (TYP)

6"x6" SPACER

SECTION A-A

Figure 11-2. Cross Section of Detonation Facility
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OVERBURIDEN

SAND FILLED

3/4" PLYWO .OD 2 - x ,8".J .OIS .TS .I .O.C.(TYP) ....

I- L - - - A -

SECTION 8-8

Figure 11-3. Cross Section of Detonation Facility
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7'2

3-5/8'.

__ NOTCH DETAIL
0

24Z e ,z
0

-5'0"

I 4'IO "

D NOTCHES ON I,2" CENTERS

NOTE: PRIMACORD RACKS CONSTRUCTED FROM 2" x 4"1 LUMBER
WITH 22 GAGE METAL STIFFENERS AT ALL JOINTS AND CORNERS

Figure 11-8. Typical Primacord Rack Construction
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ORIGINAL GROUND SURFACE 175 GRAIN

"'"'":'"'"-'"'-"'""'"-':-'A""" PLASTIC CASING

**' .... ........ * **** .'. ....o..

400 GRAIN

PLYWOOD BULKHIEAD I
HTEST PIT FLOOR

Figure II-ll. Primacord Entrance into Detonation Facility

BLASTING CAPS

EQUAL LENGTHS OF 175
GRAIN PRIkiACORD

48 STRANDS 2'

ON CENTERS

* ~96' OF 400 GRAIN PRIMACORD

.Figure I-12. Primacord Detonation
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OVERBURDEN
SAND FILLED
FLOOR PANELS

Figure !1-15. Target Stands
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SECTION III

RESULTS

This experiment produced a peak overpressure of 312 psi , a time to one-

half peak pressure of 18.2 msec and a total duration of 170 msec. A composite

pressure-time history curve is given in figure IX-1 which defines the air

free field environment. The impulse contained under this curve is approximately

10.4 psi-sec. The average shock front velocity was 5,120 ft/sec +ll percent.

and the wave front was essentially plane, across the central portion, as it

traveled the length of the facility.

The overburden moved upward with rigid body motions until it cleared

the top of the metal sheet piling. The overburden continued to move upward

as a mass until it reached a height of approximately 125 feet -t the firing

end (see figure III-1). At this point, the individual particles of'sand

began to break up and a dust cloud continued to rise to nearly twice this

height. The overburden displacement versus time measurements taken from the

Fastax camera coverage of the target stands are presented in figure I-2.

No differential motions between the top and the bottom of the overburden

could be detected in the target stand data.

A small amount of sidewall venting was first detected at the southeast

corner of the facility. This venting progressed across the detonation end of

the facility and then proceeded down the sidewalls and across the reflection

end of the facility. Major venting did not occur until the bottom of the

overburden had cleared the top of the sheet piling.
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Figure III-i. Maximum Overburden Height
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SECTION IV

DISCUSSION

The peak overpressure and shock front velocity curves developed during

Phase I (figures 1-9 and 1-10) have been corrected to include the Phase II

data. These corrections were quite small. Figures IV-l and IV-2 present the

corrected peak overpressure versus load density, and shock front velocity

versus wrap angle prediction curves.

The composite air-pressure curve obtained from this experiment is compared

with the results from a 1-MT nuclear weapon in figure IV-3. It can be seen

that the desired durations were not obtained in this experiment. The observed

duration to one-half peak pressure was 49.2 percent of the desired duration

and 44.4 percent of the computed duration. This agrees well with the 43.9

percent observed in the Phase I experiments. It had been postulated that

edge effects played a major role in producing the observed low efficiency

factor. However, this does not now appear to be the case since the perimeter

length to plan area ratio was decreased from 0.15 for the Phase I facilities

to 0.0342 for the Phase II facility with no substantial increase in the

efficiency factor.

Figure IV-k presents the displacement-time history of the overburden

motion. A comparison of the theoretical and observed time histories reveals

that the overburden was initially accelerated much more rapidly than was

computed, while at late times there is fair agreement. The observed high

initial acceleration will cause a much faster decay of pressure than was

computed.

Since the duration efficiency factors from both Phase I and Phase II

agree and experimental results clearly indicate that the overburden calcu-

lations are in error, it is obvious that these calculations must be adjusted

in order to successfully make predictions for future experiments. Figure
IV-5 has been extracted from reference 1. It is a plot of duration efficiency

factors to one-half peak pressure for various cavity heights. The results

in figure 1-12 have been corrected to include the efficiency factors given

in figure IV-5. The corrected set of curves are presented in figure IV-6.
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SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The parameters of the simulation technique scaled exactly between the

small Phase I tests and the large Phase II test. The peak overpressure and

shock front velocity prediction curves, which were developed during Phase I,

appear to be valid within approximately 10 percent and only small corrections

were required to include the Phase II data.

The observed durations to one-half peak pressure were only 49.2 percent

of those desired. Duration efficiency factors have been applied to the

theoretical calculations to account for this discrepancy. Figure V-I

sunimmsizes these calculations and illustrates the overburden versus initial

cavity height required to simulate a 300-psi shock wave for a 1-MT detonation.

For future 300-psi simulations, it is recommended that a load density of

0.0720 pound of PETN/ft 3 and a wrap angle of 8.6 degrees be used. The initial

cavity height and the overburden mass should be selected from the values

given in figure V-i. The primacord matrix should be positioned 24 inches

above the ground surface when a 36-inch cavity height is utilized. Similar

recommendations cannot be made for larger cavity heights until additional

tests are conducted.
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SECTION VI

INTRODUCTION

1. Objectives

The air free-field measurements were made to determine the air-blast

pulse produced by the experiment, to provide input data for the structural

model and the earth free field, and to provide data to improve prediction

techniques for future tests. In addition, measurements were made of the

shock wave which was released to the atmosphere.

2. Background

The research performed during the first phase of this project was used

as a basis to design this large-scale experiment. During Phase I, four

primacord tests were conducted and experimental data were collected to

determine the load density, primacord wrap angle, cavity height, and mass

of overburden which are required to produce a desired simulation. As outlined

in section I, an experimental approach was necessary since the analytical

problem is nearly intractable.

Many of the Phase I conclusions were arrived at with a minimum of data

points. Also, all of the previous experiments were conducted on a rach

smaller scale than the Phase II experiment. This experiment will, therefore,

provide valuable data for improving the prediction techniques for future

simulations. For example, it was found in Phase I that a 36-inch cavity

would produce a duration which was 44 percent of the theoretically computed

duration. The effect of scaling the loaded area on this parameter can be

determined on the basis of the Phase II results.

3. Predictions

As discussed in section VI-2, the Phase I results were utilized to

predict the parameters required to give the desired simulation. In addition,

judgment was utilized to determine the effect of increasing the scale of

the experiment. On this basis, the following predictions were made:

Peak overpressure 300 psi

Time to one-half pressure 37 msec
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Total duration 160 msec

Shock front velocity 4,800 ft/see

:Ii
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SECTION VII

PROCEDUPS

1. Instrumentation

a. Air-Blast Gages

The prim instrumentation for this portion of the experiment consisti

of flush-mounted pressure transducers. These gages provide pressure-time

histories as well as shock.,front time-of-arrival data. Two types of pressure

transducers were used, the Norwood Model Ill and the Scheavitz-Bytrex MIodel

HFG-2000. The-Norwood transducer is a conventional strain gage device

selected because it proved to be dependable and rugged during the Phase I

test series. The main weakness of this gage is its relatively low frequency

response (20,000 cps) which causes a moderate amount of ringing when the gage

is subjected to an air shock. The Scheavitz-Bytrex gage is a recently

developed pressure transducer which uses a semiconductor strain gage to link

a very stiff diaphragm to the transducer body. This gage was selected

because of its relatively high frequency response (50,000 cps). Calibration

was accomplished in the field with static air pressure.

b. Shock Front Time of Arrival

A line of break wires was placed along the length of the facility to

provide additional shock front time-of-arrival data. The break wires were

manufactured in the Air Force Weapons Laboratory from very lightweight foil.

The break wires were connected to a DC circuit such that when a foil element

was broken, a step increase in voltage was produced. The seven break wires

were multiplexed into a single channel for recording..

c. Microbaragraphs

Microbaragraphs were used to measure the intensity of the shock wave

formed in the surrounding air when the facility vents. These self-contained

instruments had a variable--reluctance bridge pressure sensor head supnlied

by a 1,000-cps carrier, preamplifier, detector, DC amplifiers, and Brash

recorders. The sensing head is a Wianko twisted Bourdon tube.
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2. Gage Placement

The pressure transducers were mounted in concrete blocks which had a

concave upper surface to facilitate the attachment of calibration fittings.

-The blocks were set in the field with the top of the gage flush with the

ground surface. The gage leads were threaded through a flexible metal tubing

which had been cast in the concrete. After exit from the concrete, the cables

were protected by plastic conduit. The upper portion of the mounting block

was grouted level with the ground surface when the calibration of each gage

was completed. See figure VII-l.

3. GaM Locations

Figure VII-2 is a plan view of the test area showing the location of the

air free-field instrumentation. It will be noted that each position containir,

a pressure transducer has been assigned a location number. The actual

distance between various gage locations was surveyed, and these distances

have been. indicated in figure VII-2. The break wires were placed at 25-foot

intervals, commencing at the detonation end of the facility. Their location

will be designated by the letters D. E., plus a distance to the gage of intere

i.e., D.E. + 75 feet. Table VII-l lists the transducers used at each of the

locations shown in figure VII-2.

The microbaragraphs were located along a line at distances of 400, 800,

and 1,200 feet from the north edge of the test facility.
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Table VII-I

INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Location nunmber Instrument type

1 Norwood Model l.

4 Norwood Model Ill

5 Norwood Model ili

7 Norwood Model Ill

10 Scheavitz-Bytrex Model HFG-2000

14 Norwood Model Ill

18 Norwood Model 111

22 Scheavitz-Bytrex Model HFG-2000

24 Norwood Model ii

28 Scheavitz-Bytrex Model HPG-2000

30 Norwood Model 111

32 Scheavitz-Bytrex Model HFM-2000

34 Norwood Model iii

D.E. Break Wire

D.E. + 25 ft Break Wire

D.E. + 50 ft Break Wire

D.E. + 75 ft Break Wire

D.E. + 100 ft Break Wire

D.E. + 125 ft Break Wire

D.E. + 150 v Break Wire
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I PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
GROUND SURFACE GROUT PLACED AFTER CALIBRATION

CONCRETE BLOCK FLEXIBLE TUBING

CONDUIT

Figure VII-l. Pressure Transducer Mount

I.
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SECTION VIII

RESULTS

1. AirPresure G§s

Nine pressure-time history traces were recorded from the 13 air pressure

* gages which were installed in the experiment. In addition, three of the

channels (18, 22, and 28) contained time-of-arrival data, but pressure-time

: data could not be recognized or extracted from th excessive amount of noise

which was recorded. The cause of this excessive noise has not been determined.

The gage at position No. 30 was disconnected before the test because of

faulty signal-conditioning equipment.

Appendix B contains the time history records for all of the air pressure

Sgages which recorded usable data. Table VIII-l is a summary of the shock

front time of arrival at each of the gage locations.

Table VIII-I
4;.

SHOCK FRONT TIME OF ARRIVAL AT PRESSURE TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS

Location Time of arrival
No. (msec)

32 5.4

24 10.9
Fl1 15.•8

10 20.4

1 24.9
28 10.9

18 16.0

4 19.7

34 5.7
30

22 15.8

T 20.4

5 25.3
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2. Break Wires

All seven of the break wires performed satisfactorily and the times of

arrival recorded at each location are summarized in table VIII-2.

Table VIII-2

SHOCK FRONT TIME OF ARRIVAL AT BREAK WIRE LOCATIONS

Location Time of Arrival

Dist from Detonation End (t) (msec)

Detonation End 0.0

Detonation End + 25 5.4

Detonation End + 50 10.8

Detonation End + 75 16.1

Detonation End + 100 21.2

Detonation End + 125 25,9

Detonation End + 150 30.3

3. M!crobra hs

The results obtained from the microbaragraphs are summarized in table

VIII-3.

Table VIII-3

MI CROBARAGRAPH RESULTS

Peak positive phase Peak negative phase Positive Total
Range overpressure overpressure duration duration
(feet) (mi crobars) (psi) (microbars) (psi) (sec) (sec)

4o 8,4oo 0.123 4,8oo 0.0705 0.20 0.53

800 3,900 0.0574 2,400 0.035 0.20 0.53

1,200 3,360 0.0495 1,68o 0.025 0.20 0.53
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SECTION IX

DISCUSSION

1. Pressure-Time History

A review of the pressure-time history records presented in appendix B

i will reveal the presence of many small shocks during the early portion of

the record (approximately the first 10 msec). Originally, it was planned to

ignore these minor shocks and to wait for thermal equilibrium before defining
- the peak overpressure. However, the shock portion of the curve represents

too much of the impulse to be ignored. Since the soil tends to integrate

or smooth out the pressure pulse, it was decided to substitute a smoothed

curve for each observed pressure pulse, taking care to preserve impulse. To

arrive at this smoothed curve, the early portion of each individual record

was divided into a number of equal time increments. A mean pressure value

was selected for each time increment such that the impulse was preserved.

Finally, a smooth curve was constructed utilizing the mean values, and it

was assumed that this fit represented the pressure pulse seen at a particular

gage.

Figure IX-l is a composite pressure-time history curve derived from the

individual smoothed curves described above. The peak pressure of the composite

curve was determined by averaging all of the peak pressures from the smoothed

curves. To determine the wave shape of the composite curve, the smoothed

:i curve representing each pressure-time history was normalized to the average

peak pressure. These normalized curves were then averaged together to

complete the composite curve.

Three of the pressure records indicated negative pressures at relatively

early times. These curves were adjusted by linear base line shifts such

that they reached a zero pressure at a time which agreed with the zero

pressure from the composite curve.

Some justification exists for the rather complicated derivation of a

composite air pressure curve. Figures XIV-2 and XIV-3 compare the pressure-

time histories seen at two shallow buried soil stress gages with the composite

air pressure curve. The shocks have already decreased in magnitude and the

measured stress curve appears to be approaching the shape of the composite curve
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2. Shock Front Velocit

' Shock front velocities have been computed from the shock front time-of-

arrival data and the results have been plotted in figures IX-2 through IX-5,

respectively, for the north gage line, central gage line, south gage line

and break wires. These plots contain interval velocities as well as average

velocities. The distance between gages was measured to the nearest 0.01 foot;

however, the physical location of the gages in the test facility was only

known to +1 foot. A summary of the interval shock front velocities is

presented in figure IX-.6 along with an average shock front velocity of 5,120

ft/sec. It should be noted that there appears to be an increase in velocity

with the distance traveled. The individual values agree with the average

value within +16 percent. However, the central line of gages represents the

largest deviation from the average value in both the plus and minus direction.

These points are suspected to reflect surveying errors since their average

velocity is exactly 5,120 ft/sec. If these points are disregarded, the indi-

vidual values agree with the average value within +I1 percent.

Figure IX-7 is a plot of equal time contours which define the position

of the shock front in the test facility. The shock front is essentially

plane across the central 50 feet of the test facility. The maximum distance

deviation, for a given time, in the central area is 3 feet. This is equiva-

lent to approximately 0.6 msec. There is a definite edge effect along the

entire length of the facility. This may be due to the smaller primacord racks

which were utilized at the edge positions.

3. End Wall Reflections

When the shock front reaches the end of the facility a reflected shock is

formed which travels in a direction opposite to the initial flow and causes
an increase in pressure. Table IX-1 contains a summary of the observed results.
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Table IX-i

REFLECTION RESULTS

Gage position Dist from reflection end tr P
r r

no. (ft) (msec) (psi)

4
1 20 9 190

5 20 9 185

10 44.71 20 80

4 50

7 45.14 19 70

where t = time of reflected shock arrival

r
P r= strength of reflected shock

The reflected shock pressures have been plotted as a function of travel

distance in figure, IX-8. If a linear fit to the data is assumed, a reflection

factor of approximately 2 is obtained at the end wall (reflection factor =

incident pressure plus reflected pressure divided by incident pressure). For

a shock wave, the reflection factor from a perfectly rigid wall is 6.5.

However, the detonation wave is not a true shock and the end wall provides an

extremely soft boundary. Figure IX-8 also indicates that the reflected
pressure should have died out by the time it has traveled 60 feet. No

reflected pressures were observed on the pressure records at 70 feet from

the reflection end. The average reflected shock front velocity has been

obtained from time-of-arrival data in figure IX-9. The average velocity of

4,000 ft/sec corresponds to a pressure of 200 psi in air, which agrees fairly

well with average measured reflected pressures.

4. Shock Pressure Vented to the Atmosphere

In figure IX-10 the air shock which was created by the venting into the

atmosphere is compared with an equivalent unconfined hemispherical high

explosive detonation with a total charge weight of 3,000 pounds. It can be

seen that the Long-Duration High-Explosive Simulation Technique creates an
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air shock which is at least an order of magnitude lower in peak overpressure

than its equivalent charge weight of high explosives.
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SECTION X

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The composite pressure-time history curve given in figure IX-l defines

the air free-field environment which was produced by this experiment. It

indicates a peak overpressure of 312 psi, a time to one-half peak pressure of

18.2 msec, and a total duration of 170 msec. The impulse contained under

this curve is approximately 10.4 psi-sec.

The shock front velocity produced in this experiment increased with travel

distance and ranged from 4,550 ft/sec to 5,680 ft/sec. The average velocity

was 5,120 ft/sec +11 percent. The wave front was essentially plane in the

central 50-foot portion of the loaded area.

The reflected pressure at the end wall is of the same order or larger

than the incident pressure. The reflected pressure attenuates rapidly with

distance, and for this experiment it had decayed to zero in 60 to 70 feet of

travel.

The air shock which was created in the atmosphere when the experiment

vented was an order of magnitude lower than that created by an equivalent

weight of high explosives detonated unconfined in a hemispherical charge.
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PART 3

EAR~TH M'E FIELD
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SECTION XI

INTRODUCTION

1. Objectives

The earth free-field measurements were made to determine the response
of a known medium to a controlled input, to determine the attenuation of

free-field quantities with depth, to provide input data for the structural
model, and to provide data for determining the mass of material realistically
loaded so that larger follow-on experiments may be appropriately scaled.

2. Background

Earth free-field measurements have been made on numerous nuclear and high-
explosive detonations. These data have been utilized to derive a number of

empirical prediction techniques as well as to provide check points to verify
analytical solutions. Any theory used to predict the motions and stresses

induced in the earth from an air-blast loading requires a knowledge of the
properties of the soil. Therefore, a comprehensive site exploration program

was accomplished to determine the properties of the soil at the test site.

3. Soil Survey

The site exploration program consisted of seismic refraction and uphole

velocity surveys, the obtaining of undisturbed samples and the laboratory

testing of samples. Laboratory investigations included mechanical analysis

constrained modulus tests, triaxial tests, and moisture content and density

determinations.

The results of the seismic survey are summarized in table XI-l (reference
5). The nature of higher velocity interface detected at 268 feet is unknown

but it is probably the surface of an older, denser alluvial material. No
higher velocities were detected to a depth of 1,500 to 2,000 feet.
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A

Table XI-1

SEISMIC PROFILE

Depth Seismic velocity
(ft Us)

0-58 1700
58-268 2550

268-2j000 6740

The test site consists of-layered media ranging from a dense sand to

medium gravel with some mixing of clay and caliche. There was no ground

water table above 90 feet. The soil profile is shown -n figure XI-I (reference

6). The boring denoted by "NE" was sampled by using 5-inch Shelby tubes to

obtain 1-foot undisturbed samples at 5-foot intervals to a depth of approximately

15 feet. The boring denoted by "C" was explored to a depth of 90 feet using

5-inch Shelby tubes sampling at 5-foot intervals. The "SW" boring was
examined utilizing a Eplit spoon sampler and standard penetration tool. No

undisturbed samples were obtained, but density, moisture content, and soil

types were obtained to a depth of 90 feet. The "C" hole is located approxi-

mately in the center of the test area.

Figure XI-2 is a summary of the stress-strain curves obtained from the

constrained modulus tests. These tests were performed in a modified Karol-

Warner Model 354 consolidometer. This apparatus provides a rise time to

maximum load of approximately 200 msec and essentially zero lateral strains.

The results show composite curves for all the samples tested. The bearing
capacity of the surface material was determined from triaxial tests to be

25,000 to 6,000 lbs/ft

Investigations of various sites in the area resulted in the selection

of a borrow pit in the area of the eperiment. It was found that the native

material could be placed at an everage density of 98 lbs/ft3 by conventional

earth-moving equipment with no compactive effort.

4. Predictions

The peak vertical stress acting at any depth belt, the surface of the loaaed
area was calculated using the approximate method devele.ed by Newmark (reference 7).
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This method utilizes influence charts to solve the classic Boussinesq spatial

attenuation problem (i.e., a distributed static load applied to the surface of

an elastic half-space). Inherent in the method is the assumption that the

stresses propagate at an infinite velocity and thus a disturbance at the

surface immediately influences the entire body.

The idealized pressure-time curve given in figure 1-1 was utilized as

the loading function with the smooth curve replaced by many steps of uniform

pressure. Each step contained the same impulse as the portion of the curve

that it replaced. A time dependent trial and error solution was then per-

formed with the load positioned at variows points over the 96 x 150 foot area

until the maximum stress at the depth of interest was found. This process was

continued until the maximum stress at several depths was found and then the

points were connected with a smooth curve.

Figure XI-3 presents the computed theoretical attenuation of maximum

stress with depth for the center oZ the loaded area. The results for the

idealized primacord air-blast input and a I-MT nuclear air-blast input are

shown for comparison.

The prediction of peak vertical acceleration as a function of depth is

shown in figure XI-h. Reference 7 was used as the basis for these calcula-

tions. At the surface the peak acceleration was computed from the formula

fsor .o0o0
A 150915tl0

p10

where

A - peak vertical acceleration, gp

P = peak overpressure applied at
the surface, psi

and

C seismic velocity, ft/sec

At depth, the peak accelerations were computed from the formula

5gf-A021 a

p k l jz ) z
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where

A peak vertical acceleration at
pz depth of interest, ft

z = depth of interest, ft ,

a= attenuation factor, figure XI-3z

The peak vertical acceleration at a depth of 10 feet was connected to the

surface value with a straight line to interpolate between these two values.

The prediction of peak vertical velocity as a function of depth is shown

in figure XI-5. References 7 and 8 were used as the basis for these calcula-

tions. Reference 7 gives the following equation for computing the peak

vertical velocity
Pso 1l00V pz = 4 ft/sec iOa.

where

C = propagation velocity, ft/sec

The variations in results are obtained by using different values for C. The

change in seismic velocity at 58 feet, as noted in table XI-1, was not taken

into account. The lower range of values is obtained by letting C equal the

seismic velocity of 1,700 ft/sec. The upper range of values is obtained by

letting C equal a propagation velocity determined from the constrained

modulus tests (885 ft/sec). It should be noted that the attenuation with

depth is determined by a . Reference 8 gives the following equation forz

computing the peak vertical velocity at a depth of 5 feet.

75Pso

V - ft/sec +20 percent

where

V peak vertical velocity at a depth

of 5 ft, ft/sec

s = specific gravity

C1 a 3/4 of the seismic velocity, ft/sec

This calculation contains an uncertainty of +20 and this entire range

has been indicated on figure XI-5.

c)6
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The predicted curve was drawn approximately midway between the range of

vlaues obtained from reference 7. It should be noted that the predicted

curve also agrees quite well with the value obtained from reference 8 for

a depth of 5 feet.

A computer program was available to calculate both relative and total

displacements for various depths. This program is patterned after the

computational scheme presented in reference T. Tabulated values of a z

and P(t) are required for each class of problems. In addition, the physical

properties of the medium must be supplied. Table XI-2 contains a summary

of the physical properties used for this calculation.

Table XI-2

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES FOR DISPLACEMENT CALCULATIONS

Seismic Wave peak Recovery
Depth Density velocity velocity ratio
(ft) (1b/ft 3 ) (ft/sec) (ft/see) (%)

0-58 110 1,700 885 5

58-268 lO 2,550 1,300 100

268- - 110 6,740 3,400 100

The wave peak velocity is the velocity at which the peak stress propagates;

this value should be determined from laboratory tests. For the deeper

layers the wave peak velocity was assumed to be approximately one-half of

the seismic velocity. The recovery ratio is a measure of the materials

nonelasticity. The recovery ratio equals the recovered strain divided by the

peak strain or

c peak - E permanent - c recovered

c peak s peak

(See figure XI-6.)

Figure XI-7 presen-s the prediction of total displacements as a function

of time for various depths. Figure XI-8 presents the pre-diction of relative

displacements between the surface and various depths as a function of time.

It should be noted that the majority of the displacements are predicted to

occur in the upper 75 feet of material.
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The angle of entry of the stress wave into the ground, a, was computed

from the formula

sin a
U

where

U = air shock velocity, 4,800 ft/sec

The value of a ranges between approximately 10 and 20 degrees depending on

whether C equals the seismic velocity or a peak stress propagation velocity.
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SECTION XII

PROCEDURE

1. Instrumentation

The instrumentation used in this experiment was selected to be compatible

with the reccrding equipment available at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.

Piezoelectric devices were avoided because of difficulties with long lines

and with moisture. Further, because of the long duration of the loading

pulse in the experiment, it was felt that piezoelectric concepts would not give

suiifiient static response characteristics. Wherever possible, balanced

full-bridge transducers were used. DC signal conditioning equipment was

preferred over carrier systems.

a. Velocity Gages

The primary earth free-field measurement in this experiment was

vertical particle velocity at various depths. The velocity gage developed

by the Sandia Corporation was used to observe this motion. This gage is a

3-kc carrier-driven device using a pendulum blade moving through a viscous

damping fluid to provide the velocity measurement. The gage was encased in

an exterior aluminum shell to protect it from the soil stress environment.

Figure XII-1 shows the velocity gage and protective cover. Calibratiua was

accomplished in the laboratory by displacing the blade pendulum from its

zero position with a magnet and then letting the 1-g gravitational force

return the pendulum to its zerc position, thus producing a velocity versus

electrical output curve.

b. Accelerometers

The Statham Model A69TC fluid damped accelerometer was used to

measure vertical accelerations in the earth free field at various depths.

This gage was selected because of its high frequency response. The accelero-

meter was sealed in a waterproof aluminum cup to protect it from moisture and

soil stress. The void space inside the aluminum cup was filled with dry

Ottawa sand to improve the density match of the accelerometer with the soil.

Figure XII-2 shows the accelerometer and protective cover.

107I
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The acclermeters were calibrated in the laboratory on a centrife prior

to packaging for placement in the ground.

c. Soil Stress Gages

A newly developed soil stress gage was used to measure the vertical

stress in the soil at various depths. This gage, developed at the Air

Force Shock Tube Facility, utilizes semiconductor strain gages to measure

the load applied to a small aluminum cylinder. The gage was calibrated with

static air pressure. This method of calibration has shown excellent agree-
ment with results when the gage is placed in a dense (112-113 lbs/ft 3)

Ottava sand and subjected to a static load. No dynamic results are available.

Figure XII-3 shows the soil stress gage.

d. Long Spcn Displacement Gage

A long span displacement gage was used to measure the relative dis-

placement between the surface and various depths. This gage was developed

and has been previously used by the Sandia Corporation. The device consists

of a long wire connected to concrete deadmen at various depths in a drill
hole. The wire is isolated from the soil by flexible metal tubing. The

upper end of the wire is connected to a spring-loaded reel whose axle is

connected to a rotary potentiometer. This reel is attached to the interior

surface of a cylindrical concrete structure near the surface of the ground.

As the surface is depressed, the reel moves downward and the rotation of the

potentiometer gives an electrical signal proportional to the deflection.

Figure XII-4 shows the long span displacement gage mounted on its calibration

device.

e. Time of Arrival System

A modified version of a previously developed time-of-arrival system

was used to monitor the movement of the pressure pulse front through the

earth. The system consisted of 100 onidirectional "ball switches" positioned

in a three-dimensional array in the ground. As the pressure pulse passes,

the switch is moved and gives a switch closure. These switches are connected

to a remote console where the switch closure triggers a multivibrator which

momentarily lights a small neon light. A high-speed camera photographs

the light bank to give a record of the switch closures as a function of time.
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f. Slope-Indicator Gage

This installation was used to measure the permanent vertical and

horizontal displacements and the verical transient displacement from the

ground surface to a depth of 50 feet. The gage consists of sectiois of

extruded aluminum casing, 2 feet long and 3 inches in diameter with instru-

ment grooves 900 apart, Joined together with 12-inch aluminum couplings.

The couplings permit relative vertical movement between the segments and

form a 50-foot-long composite casing. A first-order survey was performed

pre- and post-shot to determine the absolute motion of the top of the casing.

The change in inclination of the casing and the vertical movement of the

segments relative to the top are measured with an inclinometer or slope M

indicator instrument and depth probe lowered down the inside of the casing

in the instrument grooves. These measurements were made pre- and post-shot;

the difference between the two sets of readings represents the permanent

horizontal and vertical movement of the casing.

In an attempt to measure vertical transient displacements, a 50-foot

section of c:ontinuous blued aluminum tubing 2 1/2 inches in diameter was

inserted inside the outer casing and secured to the bottom. This tubing

was installed after the initial set of inclinometer and depth probe measure-

ments had been made. Spring-loaded hinges with a scratch point were affixed

to the inside of each coupling on the outside casing and were held open with

a continuous length of piano wire. After the inside blued tubing was installed,

the piano wire was withdrawn, allowing the hinges with their scribes to snap

against the blued tubing. Figures XII-5, XII-6, and XII-7 illustrate the

slope indicator instrument and the depth probe.

2. Gage Placement

With the exception of three near-surface soil stress gages, all free-

field soil transducers were placed in 8-inch diameter drill holes at various

depths ranging from 1 foot to 80 feet depth of burial. The holes were

drilled using a special drilling mud which formed a starch liner around the

interior surface of the holes. This liner added virtually no strength,

but prevented water from penetrating into the surrounding soil and provided

enough stability to the loose granular material to keep the holes open

until the instrumentation was placed.
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Each transducer was arranged on its cable so as to be properly oriented

when it was lowered into the drill hole. Short sections of copper tubing

were installed over the soil stress gage cables to ensure vertical align-

ment. In addition, a light was lowered into the hole immediately following

the gage to permit visual inspection of the positioning of the gage. After

the placement of each gage, the hole was filled to the next level with a

dry native sand. A wire-screen box was placed over the top of the hole to

provide a uniform method of raining the sand into the hole. This method

gave a density of backfill material very nearly equal to that of the surround-

ing soil. The three near-surface soil stress gages were placed in hand-dug

holes. The gage holes were backfilled with a native sand.

During placement, each gage was connected to its respective signal

conditioning equipment. All gages were monitored for operation and balance

to ensure their proper functioning.

The slope indicator casing was installed in a 9-inch-diameter drill hole

and backfilled with a dry native sand. The sand backfill was compacted with

a pnuematic vibrator to ensure that the casing would closely follow the

motion of the surrounding soil.

3. Gage Locations

Figure XII-8 is a plan view of the test area showing the location of

all of the earth free-field instrumentation. It will be noted that each
position containing active instrumentation has been assigned a location

number. The location number, gage type and depth of burial have been combined

into a coding system which is illustrated in table XII-l.

Table XII-l

INSTRUMENTATION CODING SYSTEM

Code Description

19D-75 Hole 19 - Long Span Displacement - 75 ft depth

21S-5 Hole 21 - Soil Stress Gage - 5 ft depth

25V-1 Hole 25 - Velocity Gage - 1 ft depth

12A-70 Hole 12 - Accelerometer - 70 ft depth

8S-g Hole 8 - Soil Stress Gage - near surface (3 in.)

6T-20 Hole 6 - Time of Arrival - 20 ft depth
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Figure XII-9 is a cross section of the typical instrumentation installa-

tion. Hole 21 contained accelerometers, velocity gages, and soil stress

gages. Holes 12 and 25 were identical to hole 21 with the exception that all

of the soil stress gage locations were deleted. The time-of-arrival system

was normally installed in either a 25- or 50-foot deep hole as illustrated

in figure XII-9. The three near surface (3 inches deep) soil stress gages

were installed at locations 8, 11, and 16. The long span displacement gage

had three depths- 25 feet, 50 feet, and 75 feet. All of the electronic

instrumentation, with the exception of the time-of-arrival system, responded

to only the vertical component of the input.

Table XII-2 contains a complete earth free-field instrumentation listing.

Table XII-2

INSTRUMENTATION LISTING

Hole no. Gae t Re Depths (ft)

2 Time of Arrival 5,10,15,20,25

3 Time of Arrival 5,10,15,20,25
6 Time of Arrival 1,5,10,15,20,25

8 Soil Stress 0.25

9 Time of Arrival 5,10,15,20,25,
30,35,40,45,50

11 Soil Stress 0.25

12 Velocity 1,20,40,60,80

12 Accelerometer 10,30,50,70

13 Time of Arrival 5,10,15,20,25,

30,35,4o0,45

15 Time of Arrival 5,10,15.20,25,

30,35 ,4o,45

16 Soil Stress 0.25

17 Time of Arrival 5,10,15,20,25

19 Long Span Displacement 25,50,75

19 Accelerometer 75

20 Time of Arrival 5,10,15,20,25

21 Velocity 1,20,40,60,80

21 Accelerometer 10,30,50,70
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Table XII-2 (cont'd)
Hole no.

21 Soil Str-ss 5,15,25,35,
45,55,65

23 Time of Arrival 1,5,10,15,20,25,
30,35 ,40 ,45,50

25 Velocity 1,20,40,60,80

25 Accelerometer 10,30,50,70
26 Time of Arrival 5,10,15,20,25,30,

35,h0,45
29 Time of Arrival 5,10,15 ,20,25

31 Time of Arrival 1,5,10,15,20,25
30,35 ,40 ,45

33 Time of Arrival 5,10,15,20,25

35 Time of Arrival 1,5,10,15,20,25
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-Figure XII-3. Soil-Stress Gage

Figure XII-4. Long-Span-Displacement Gage Mounted on Calibration Device
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SECTION XIII

RESULTS

1. Soil Stress Gages

Two data traces were recorded from the 10 soil stress gages which were

installed in the experiment. All the soil stress gages installed in Hole 21

retorded an excessive amount of noise from which no useful data could. be

recogitimed or extracted. The noise on all of these records started at

approximately 13 msec, which agrees with the first signal output from the

top velocity gage in this hole. The cause of this excessive noise has not

been positively identified. However, it is suspected that the noise was

generated by the cables being squeezed as they exited from the protective

conduit at the drill hole. The two data traces were obtained from gages

installed with 3 inches of earth cover. The third near-surface gage (llS-g)

appeared to saturate the amplifiers and no useful data were obtained. The

measured near-surface vertical soil stress records for gages 8S-g and 16S-g

are shown in figured III-I and XIII-2 respectively.

2. Accelerometers

Five data traces were recorded from the 13 accelerometers which were

Installed to measure earth free-field motions. The remaining eight channels

contained an excessive amount of noise from which no useful data could be

recognized or extracted. The cause of this excessive noise has not been

positively isolated; however, it is suspected that the tape recorders contrib-

uted significantly because of incorrect gain settings.

Appendix C contains the time history records for all of the accelerometers

which contained data. Figure XIII-3 is a sumary of the recorded peak down-

ward vertical accelerations for the earth free field. Acceleration data

from the interior of the structural model have also been included on this

figure. Figure XIII-5 presents the times of first arrival of the accelera-

tion pulses measured in Hole 12. Figure XIII-6 presents the time of first

arrival of the acceleration pulse measured in Hole 21.

The acceleration-time records were integrated to obtain additional

transient vertical velocity data and these results are presented in appendix C.
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3. Velocity Ges

Thirteen data traces were recorded from the 15 velocity gages which were

installed in the experiment. Cage 21V-1 was disconnected before the test

because of a faulty signal conditioning unit. Gage 21V-60 appeared to

saturate the amplifiers and no useful data were obtained.

Appendix C contains the time history records for all of the velocity

gages which contained data. Figure XIII-4 is a summary of the recorded

peak downward vertical velocities. Figure XIII-5 presents the times of

first arrival for each of the velocity pulses measured in Hole 12. Figure

XIII-6 presents the times of first arrival for each of the velocity pulses

measured in Hole 21. Figure XIII-7 presents the times of first arrival for

each of the velocity pulses measured in Hole 25. A summary of all the times

of arrival of the peak vertical downward velocity are presented in figure

XIII-8.

4. Long-Span Displacement Gages

The long span displacement gages did not provide any useful data. The

overpressure caved in the protective cover over the gage housing and sub-

jected the potentiometers to the free-field air blast environment. This

drove all of the displacement records entirely off scale and saturated the

amplifiers.

The velocity-time records were integrated to obtain an indication of

the transient vertical displacement; these results are presented in appendix

C. Base line shifts were required to integrate a portion of the velocity

records and the adjustments that were made are indicated by dashed lines on

the figures in appendix C. A summary of the first major downward peak

vertical displacements obtained from the integration of the velocity records

is presented in figure XIII-9.

5. Slope-Indicator Gage

Figure XIII-10 shows a plan view of the location of the top of the slope

indicator gage both pre- and post-shot as determined from survey data. These

data indicate that the top of the gage moved 3.72 inches downward, 1.20 inches

to the east and 0.1h inch to the south. Figures XIII-11 and XIII-12 illustrate
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the permanent lateral motion of the gage with depth. Table XIII-1 gives the

permanent vertical displacement with depth.

The scratch gages installed to measure the transient vertical movement

did not function as expected. Problems were encountered in the installation

of the gage and the magnitude of the displacements appear to be lover than

expected. These factors make the recognition of the data impossible and,

therefore, no results are presented.

Table XIII-I

PERMANENT VERTICAL DISPLACEM)ET WITH DEPTH
(SLOPE INDICATOR)

Displacement Displacement between
Depth surface to depth successive depths
(ft) (in.) (in.)

2.00 1.32 1.32
4.5o 1.80 o.48

7.02 2.16 0.36

9.52 2.70 0.24

12.0o4 2.40 0.00

14.54 2.52 0.12

17.05 2.70 -0.12

19.55 2.52 +0.12

22.06 2.52 0.00

24.57 2.64 (Max) +0.12

27.08 2.52 -0.12

29.58 2.52 0.00

32.09 2.64 (Max) +0.12

34.6o 2.52 -0.12

37.09 1.32 -0.12

39.60 2.28 +0.96

42.09 2.40 +0.12

44.62 ---.-.
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6. Time-ofArrjval.§stem

A plan view of the test area showing the location of the time-of-arrival

gages and the shock wave at the surface of the soil is presented in figure

XIII-13. As indicated in the figure, the time-of-arrival gages were installed

along three lateral lines. The results obtained from the time-of-arrival

system are presented in figures XIII-.l, XIII-15, and XIII-16 for Planes 1, 2,

and 3, respectively. Each plane represents an east-vest profile of the test

area. The time of arrival at each gage location is noted on the figure,

and contour lines of equal times have constructed to indicate the location

and shape of the stress wave in the earth.
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SECTION XIV

DISCUSSION

1. Soil Stress

As indicated in figure IX-I, The air-blast input had a different shape

and considerably faster decay to one-half peak pressure than predicted. The

shape of the air-blast curve influences the attenuation of stress with depth

and, therefore, an after-the-fact calculation of the stress attenuation was

accomplished utilizing the composite air-blast curve given in figure IX-1.

The results of this calculation are presented in figure XIV-I along with the
4 predicted curve. Since there are considerable differences in the two curves,

the attenuation of other earth free-field quantities was recomputed after-the-

fact utilizing the new attenuation factors. Complete confidence cannot be

placed in either calculated curve without supporting stress measurements,

which were not available from this test.

The measured vertical stress in the soil near the ground surface (3 inches

of cover) is presented in figures XIV-2 and XIV-3. These records indicate

values of peak overpressure of 700 psi and 570 psi instead of the 312 psi

obtained from a normalization of all the air pressure measurements (figure

IX-l). The composite air pressure curve has been plotted on each of the soil

stress records for comparison. The overpressure axis has been scaled such

that the maximum values from each curve coincide. It should be noted that

the shape of the two curves agrees quite well. If some adjustments were

made for the small amount of attenuation which should take place in the 3-inch

depth, the two curves would agree even better. Thus, it appears that the

near surface stress gages reproduced the time history of the air-blast input

closely while magnifying the intensity by a factor of approximately 2.

These gages were calibrated with static air pressure. This method of calibra-

tion has been correlated with results in a dense (112-113 lbs/ft 3 ) Ottawa

sand, subjected only to static loads. The gages in this test, however, were

placed in a native sand with a density of approximately 100 lbs/ft 3 and were

subjected to a dynamic load. A magnification factor of 2 is not unreasonable

when the differences in density and loading are considered.
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2. Acceleration

Figure XIV-4 presents all of the measured earth free-field peak accelera-

tions along with after-the-fact calculations of attenuation with depth, which

takes into account the composite air pressure curve (figure IX-l) and the

after-the-fact attenuation factors given in figure XIV-I. Data from the

interior of the structural model have also been included on this figure. The

data obtained from the earth free-field accelerometers were of extremely poor

quality since the signals were masked by a high-intensity noise. The only

record for which this was not true was 19A-75; it gave a peak acceleration

which was much higher than calculated. All of the acceleration data indicated
pulses of extremely short duration. When these data were integrated to

obtain velocity-versus-time histories, the results indicate that none of the

velocities returned to zero (appendix C). This uncertainty about the integrated

results also raises a question as to whether the peak velocity had been

attained before the end of the data.

In spite of all the uncertainties, the data taken as a whole indicate

that the shape of the attenuation of peak vertical acceleration curve with

depth agrees fairly well with the calculated curve, although the measured

values in the upper 20 feet were somewhat lower. A much larger quantity

of reliable data would be required before the prediction technique could be

radically changed.

3. Velocity

The vertical velocities measured at the near-surface locations had a

characteristic shape that agreed quite well with the air-blast input, i.e.,

a short rise-time to the peak followed by a decay to zero in a time ranging

from approximately 100 to 200 msec (see figures C-17 and C-27 in appendix C).

The rise time increased monotonically with depth as indicated in table XIV-1.
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Table XIV-l

aRISE TIMES

Depth ta tp tp-ta
Hole (ft) (msec) (msec) (msec)

12 20 34 70 36

12 40 42 85 43

12 80 48 170 112

21 1 13 14 1

21 20 34 85 51

21 4o 42 100 58

21 60 44 105 61

21 80 52 120 68

25 1 12.2 18 5.8

25 20 24.6 50 25.4

25 140 30 65 35

25 6o 31 60 29

25 80 145 110 65

NOTE: ta = time of first arrival

tp = time of peak arrival

In addition, the measured peak vertical velocity generally decreases with

depth as shown in figure XIV-5. This figure presents all the measured peak

vertical velocities and the after-the-fact calculated attenuation curve as

well as the results obtained from the integration of acceleration records.

The after-the-fact calculations were based on the formula from reference 7,

X1 V 4 ft/sec APpa000er

which is given in section XI f L A peak over-

pressure of 312 psi was used for Pso, C was taken as 3/4 of the seismic

values given in table XI-I, and a was taken from the after-the-fact calcula-
z

tions given in figure XIV-1. Although there is considerable scatter,

particularly when the velocities obtained by integration are included, the

1.42
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data appear to fit the calculations reasonably well with the exception of the

near surface values. Reference 8 does not predict velocity values above a

depth of 5 feet because of the erratic results observed from nuclear field

tests. The technique for predicting accelerations given in reference 7 takes

this into account; near surface values and surface values are computed by

two different equations which give widely different results. It is also

possible that the velocities are much higher at the surface than at small

depths of burial. This could be caused by low initial densities of the

surface material or by a scouring effect immediately ahead of the air blast.

The d&ta indicate that the velocity at a depth of 20 feet is much higher in

Hole ' "0.9 ft/sec) than in Holes 12 (4.7 ft/sec) and 25 (5.8 ft/sec). A

first reiction would be to assume that this efeect was caused by differences

in thc J.r pressure input at these locations. A review of the pressure-time

recor-. ;fven in appendix B reveals that there was no record obtained from

the gatre near Hole 21. Both of the air pressure gages (10 and 24) near Holes

12 and..'i indicate that the pressure records required base line shifts to

correct for negative pressures at relatively early times. In addition, the 11

air pressure record from Position 24 was very spiked in appearance. However,

there were not sufficient air pressure measurements taken to positively

determine the variation in air pressure input at various locations within the-

loaded az*.a. In addition, the near surface velocities had fair agreement,

indicating similar air-blast inputs.

Another possible cause of these differences might be the side rarefactions

as illustrated in figure 1-5. However, this does not appear to be the case.

Figure XIV-6 illustrates a gross simplification of the real problem, i.e., a

static load applied by a foundation to a soil which is assumed to have elastic

properties. In this case, the rarefactions have all interacted and static

equilibrium has been reached. The unit width can be used to represent

approximately 100 feet. Then the centerline represents Hole 21 and the

one-quarter point represents Holes 12 and 25. At a scaled depth of 20 feet

the stress intensity is 90 percent and 94 percent respectively. Thus the

static representation of the rarefaction phenomenon does not explain the

60 percent or more differences in the measured velocities. Another argument

can be used to negate the importance of the rarefaction waves. Figure XIV-7
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illustrates the geometry and travel times involved. In this figure, t * time
a

of first arrival for the signal generated at the surface, t M time of peak

arrival for the signal generated at the surface, and t - time of firstr
arrival for the rarefaction wave generated at the boundary of the loaded

area. The fastest first-arrival velocity was utilized to compute the arrival

times for the rarefaction waves. It is obvious from the figure that the

rarefaction waves arrive at all holes after the first arrival from the surface

but before the peak arrival from the surface. The arrival of a rarefaction

wave cannot be observed on the velocity records given in appendix C between

the first arrival and the peak arrival for the gages in question.

Another explanation for the differences in velocity measurements at the

20-foot depth is the difference in the in-situ material properties. The

stratigraphy in Hole 21 consists of 10 feet of fractured hard clay followed

by a thick layer of sand to a depth of 35 feet. The stratigraphy in Holes

12 and 25 consists of a foot or more of a very loose silt, a 4 to 5-foot

layer of hard fractured clay and a thick layer of sand (see figure XI-l).

It is also obvious from the blow counts on this figure that there were

considerable variations in the density of the material in the sand layer.

Thus the measured velocities at a depth of 20 feet may have been different

because of differences in attenuation which took place above this depth and/or

because of differences in the density of the material in which the gages

were located.

The time-of-arrival data from the velocity records can be used to compute

first-arrival propagation velocities as indicated in figures XIV-8, XIV-9,

and XIV-l0. The propagation velocities computed from the first arrivals

agree with the uphole seismic data (table XI-1) with two exceptions. The

propagation velocity in the upper 20 feet of material in Hole 21 is approxi-

mately 50 percent of the seismic value. In addition, both holes 21 and 25

indicate an exceedingly fast layer between 20 and 40 feet with propagation

velocities in the range of 10,000 to 20,000 ft/sec. Referring to the Soil

Profile (figure XI-I), the high velocity region appears to correspond to

the very dense sand and gravel layer. It is very doubtful that a dense

sand and gravel layer would be capable of providing velocities of this

magnitude. The hard caliche in the lower layer should have a much faster
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velocity than the sand and gravel, but the results again show good agreement

with the seismic data.

The time-of-arrival data from the velocity records can also be used to

compute peak arrival propagation velocities as indicated on figure XIV-I1.

These propagation velocities indicate that the peak velocity travels at one-

half the front velocity or less. This agrees quite well with empirical

rules of thumb ranging from 1/2 to 3/4 of the front velocity.

4. Displacement

No measured data were obtained on transient displacement since both the

long span displacement gage and the transient measuring portion of the slope

indicator failed to perform satisfactorily. The peak vertical displacements,

derived from the integration of the velocity records, are compared on figure

XIV-12 with after-the-fact calculations. The agreement is very poor and the

data are very inconsistent. A detailed study of the displacement time

records in appendix C will reveal that the majority of these data do not

have the expected clasic shape as illustrated in figure XI-7. The peak

displacements from records which have the more classic shape also tend to

fit the calculated curve on figure XIV-12 the best. These discrepancies

may be caused by inaccuracies in the velocity-time records or by a poor

selection of base-line shifts which were utilized for the integration.

Permanent displacement data are available from three sources: inte-

grated velocity-time records, slope indicator measurements, and pre- and

post-shot surveys. The permanent vertical displacements obtained from the

integration of the velocity records were so inconsistent that the results

are not presented. The permanent displacement of the top of the slope

indicator installation was 3.72 inches according to the results obtained

from the pre- and post-shot surveys. However, the depth probe readings

indicate a value of 2.64 inches. These differences in results have not

been reconciled. The survey also revealed that all of the near-surface

monuments, such as the air pressure gage mounts, had essentially no permanent

displacement. This can only be accounted for by elastic rebound near the

free surface which would not affect deep structures to the same extent. The

permanent lateral movement in the east-west direction was identical for the

slope indicator and the survey data. The results indicate the surface
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moved 1.2 inches to the east,. The permanent lateral movement in the north-

south direction varied between the slope indicator and the survey data. This

difference appears to be due to an error in a slope indicator reading at a

depth of 46.5 feet as shown in figure XIII-12. A permanent lateral movement

to the east was also observed in the structural model. A movement in the

direction opposite to the airblast travel was not expected since the stress

wave induced in the ground will have a horizontal. component whose direction

is to the west. A surveying error can be immediately ruled out because of

the excellent agreement between the two independent measuring techniques as

illustrated in figure XIII-11. This motion can, however, be explained by an

elastic rebound which overshot the initial position during the unloading.

5. Horizontal Motions and Stresses

The time-of-arrival system indicated stress wave angles of entry (see

figure 1-7) ranging from 100 to 450 . However, the majority of the angles

ranged from 150 to 250, and 200 will be taken as a representative average.

Combining the equations given in section I for the two components of motion

gives

Horizontal component =sin atan
Vertical component cos a

and for 200, tan a 0.364. Thus the initial horizontal component of both

motions and stresses behind the wave front, is equal to approximately 36

percent of the vertical component.
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SECTION XV

CONCLUSIONS AND, RECO4'ENDATIONS

The peak vertical stresses produced by this experiment are presented in

figure XV-1. Since no stress data were obtained at depth, this curve was

prepared utilizing the after-the-fact attenuation factors given in figure

XIV-1. The peak vertical accelerations and velocities produced by this

experiment are presented respectively in figures XV-2 and XV-3. The vertical

velocities are the most reliable of all the transient earth free-field

phenomena measured. These data reflect the nonhomogeneous nature of the

soils which underlie the experimental area. The peak vertical displacements

produced by this experiment were the most erratic of all the free-field

quantities, and a great deal of reliance cannot be placed in the data. It is,

therefore, recommended that the calculated curve presented in figure XIV-12

be utilized for defining the variation in peak vertical displacement with

depth.

The ground surface experienced a permanent horizontal displacement of

approximately 1 inch in a direction opposite to air-blast propagation, and

a negligible amount of permanent vertical displacement. However, near-surface

structures experienced permanent vertical displacements ranging from 2 to 4

inches. The magnitude and direction of the permanent displacements were

primarily gcverned by elastic rebound phenomena.

The selection of gages for this experiment as regards type, number, and

location should have been adequate to meet the project objectives if a high

degree of data recovery had been realized. Mechanical and structural changes

must be made to both the long-span displacement gage and the slope-indicator

gage to successfully measure transient displacements. Electronic and

recording-problems must be corrected if the earth free-field accelerations

and stresses are to be completely described.

The mass of material realistically loaded by this simulation technique

is a function of both the size of the loaded area and the shape of the air-

blast input. As a rule of thumb, the width of the loaded surface should be

twice the depth of interest, and at this depth, the width of realistic

simulation is limited to one-half the width of the loaded surface. This is
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illustrated in figure XV-4. In addition, the actual air-blast input must
sizzmlate the overpressure-tin history from the nuclear yield of interest

as described in section I. These considerations should produce a simulated
stress environment which does not deviate more than 20 percent from the

desired nuclear environment.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUMENTATION EQUIPMENT LIST

1. Tape Recorder

a. Make: Ampex

Model: CP-l00

Ampex Corporation Instrumentation Products
934 Charter Street, Redwood City, Calif

List of Characteristics:

(1) Tape Transport

(a) Tape Speeds: 60, 30, 15, 7 1/2, 3 3/4, 1 7/8 ips standard

(b) Tape Speed Deviation: +0.35 percent maximum

(c) Start Time: 5 seconds or less at 60 ips or 30 ips

3 seconds or less at 15 ips or 7 1/2 ips

1.5 seconds or less at 3 3/4 ips or 1 7/8 ips

(d) Stop Time: Maximum of 2.0 seconds

(2) Direct Record/Reproduce System

(a) Frequency Response and RMS Signal-to-Noise Ratio:

RMS Signal to RMS Noise
Bypass Unfiltered

Tape speed Bandwidth filtered wideband
(ips) (cps) (db) (db)

60 300 to 250,000 + 3 db 30 25

30 200 to 125,000 + 3 db 30 24

15 200 to 60,000 + 3 db 30 23

7 1/2 200 to 25,000 + 3 db 28 21

3 3/4 200 to 12,500 + 3 db 28 19

1 7/8 200 to 6,250 + 3 db 28 19

(b) Input Consumption: Approximately 1375 recording level;

operable from 0.7 to 10.0 volts rms.

(J Input Impedance: Minimum 18,000 ohms resistive, in

parallel with 275 micromicrofarads, unbalanced to ground.

(d) Output Level: 1.0 volt rms nominal across a 10,000 ohms

or greater impedance.
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(e) Output Impedance: Less than 100 ohms.

(f) Control Track Generator: Subcarrier frequency 17 ke or

18.24 kc. Modulating frequency 60 cps +0.02 percent. Modulation 50 percent

+5 percent.

(3) Power Requirements

(a) Voltage; 105 to 125 volts, single phase, 48 to 62 cps or

380 to 420 cps AC; or 210 to 250 volts, single phase, 48 to 62 cps or 380

to 420 cps AC; or 26 to 30 volts DC, ripple 2 volts peak-to-peak maximum.

(b) Power Consumption: Approximately 375 watts for a 14

track system.

(4) Environment

(a) Temperature; Operating 400F to +1250?. Storage non-

operating -20*F to 1600F.
(b) Altitude: Operating 10,000 feet; nonoperating 20,000 feet.

(c) Relative Humidity: Up to 95 percent without condensation
space.

b. Make: Consolidated Electrodynamics

Model: PR-3300

Consolidated Electrudynamias Corporation
360 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif

List of Characteristics:

(1) Transport

(a) Tape Speeds: Six standard speeds in 3 pairs (60, 30 ips;

15, T 1/2 ips; and 3 3/4, 1 7/8 ips)
(b) Tape Speed Accuracy: +0.25 percent

(c) Start Time: Less than 3 seconds at a speed of 60 ips and

2 seconds at lower speeds.

(d) Stop Time: Less than 2 seconds at 60 ips and 1 second at

all other capstan controlled speeds.
(2) Direct Record and Reproduce System

(a) Frequency Response and Signal-to-Noise Ratio:

Tape Speed 60 30 15 7 1/2 3 3/4 1 7/8
(ips)

Bandwidth 300 cps 200 cps 100 cps 100 cps 100 cps 100 cps
measured to to to to to to

100 kc 50 kc 25 kc 12.5 kc 6.25 kc 3.125 kc
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Frequency +3 db +3 db +3 db +3 db -3 db +3 db

response
ref to 1 kc

S-N-R(RMS -35 db -35 db -35 db -35 db -35 db -35 db
300 cps to
band edge

(b) Input Level: 1 volt rms nominal (0 db) to produce normal

recording level.

(c) Input Sensitivity: 0.25 to 10 volts rms.

(d) Input Impedance: 20k ohms, unbalanced to ground.

(e) Output Level: i volt rms nominal (0 db) across a 600-ohm

load impedance.

(f) Output Impedance: Less than 100 ohms in series with 25 mf

unbalanced to ground.

(g) Distortion: 1 percent 3rd harmonic distortion of a one kc

signal and less than 0.6 percent intermodulation distortion when recording

and reproducing at normal record level (0 db) at 60 ips.

2. Timing Control System

a. Make: Hyperion

Model: Hi-l40-12-S

Hyperion Industries, Inc.
Watertown, Mass

List of Characteristics

(1) WWV Synchronize: Automatically synchronizes time code generator

with wWV with accuracy of ! msec.

(2) Decimal time-of-day display; continuous decimal in-line display

synchronized with output time codes. Time of day displayed in hours,

minutes, seconds, tenths of seconds.

(3) Time Base: Internal 1 mc crystal controlled oscillator with

stability of five parts In 10 9 per day.

(4) Serial Time Code Outputs:

(a) IRIG-A

(b) IRIG-B

(5) Serial Modulated Time Code Output:

0 to 5 volts P-P into 1 k

IRIG Modulated into 100 kc carrier

IRIG Modulated into 1 kc carrier
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(6) DC Level Shift Output: DC level shift code output is 0 to -6

volts P-P into I k ohm. Rise time 2 microseconds.

(7) Power Requirements: 105 to 125 V, 60 to 440 cps.

(8) Operating Environment: -25°C to +550C in 95 percent humidity.

3. Signal Conditioning Equiment

a. Make: Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation

Model: CEC System D (Type 1-113B Carrier Amplifier)

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., Data Recorders Divisicn
360 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif

List of Characteristics:

(1) Full Scale Output: 5 ma into a 26-ohm load.

(2) Sensitivity: Input signal for maximum output, 1 my with no

attenuation, 1 volt maximum with full attenuation.

(3) Input Impedance: Approximately 1,800 ohms.

(4) Input Attenuator: 1 to 1,000 in 20 steps.

(5) Bridge Balance System: Will accommodate four external bridge

arm composed of wire strain gages or other resistance elements or two-arm

variable-reluctance transducers suitable for use at 3 ke.

(6) Linearity: Output current proportional to input voltage within

2 percent of maximum output.

(7) Frequency Response: Galvanometer trace amplitude constant

(+2 percent) for modulating frequencies from 0 to 600 pes.

b. Make: Allegany

Model: Sensor Analogue Module (SAM-l)
Allegany Instrument Company, Division of Textron Electronics, Inc.

1091 Wills Mountain, Cumberland, Maryland
List of Characteristics:

(1) Gain Range: 100 to 2,000,ccontinuous with vernier

(2) Amplifier Balance Control Range: +100 microvolts referred to

the input.

(3) Balance Range: +10 percent of scale standards.

(4) Linearity: 0.02 percent of full scale at DC.
(5) Frequency Response: DC to 40 kc. Down 3 db at 40 ke with

vernier fully counterclockwise.

(6) Noise: 7 microvolts rms, DC to 40 kc. Two microvolts peak-to-

peak, DC to 3 cps.
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(7) Drift: 0.3 microvolt/OF referred to input.

(8) Output Impedance: Less than 0.. ohm at DC.
A (9) Output Voltage: 10 volts DC or peak AC to 20 kc.

(10) Output Current: 100 ma DC.

(11) Common Mode Rejection: 90 db at 60 cps.

4. Air Pressure Gage

a.- Make: Norwood

F Model: 111 Bonded Strain Gage Pressure Transducer

Advanced Teehnology Laboratories, A Division of American-Standard
360 Whisman Road, Mountain View, Calif

List of Characteristics:

(1) Nonlinearity: Better than 0.5 percent of F.S. by terminal

method or 0.25 percent by best straight line through zero method.

(2) Hysteresis: Better than 0.5 percent of F.S.

(3) Repeatability- Better than 0.1 percent of F.S.

(4) Resolution: Infinite.

(5) Acceleration Effect: Less than 0.1 percent F.S. per & in all

planes.

(6) Vibration Effect: Insensitive from 50 to 2,000 cps to 100 &
in 3 planes.

(7) Zero Pressure Output: Less than +2 percent of F.S. at rated

excitation.

(8) Resonant Frequency: Approximately 45,00 cps.

(9) Frequency Response: Flat within + db from 0 to 20,0O0 cps.

(10) Pressure Limit: 150 percent of F.S. for static pressure (125

percent for 100 psi range). Full scale for dynamic pressures.

(11) Recommended Excitation: 10 volts DC or AC, 17 volts maximum.

(12) Electrical Output: 3.5 mv/v +20 percent for -34 bridge, 3.04 mv/v +2 percent for -35 and -36 bridge.

b. Make: Scheavitz-Bytrex

Model: HFG-2000

Bytrex Corporation, Kulite-Bytrex Corporation
50 Hunt --t Newton, Mass

List of Characteristics:

(1) Output Signal: 100 mv F.S. minimum.
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(2) Output Impedance: 1,300 ohms at 80*F, increases approximately

0.015 percent/OF.

(3) Input Impedance: 5C0 ohms at 80*F, increases approximately

0.06 percent/0 F.

(4) Excitation: 20 volts DC or AC rms.
(5) Natural Frequency: 100 kc.

(6) Shock: Will Withstand more then 2,500 & on all axes.

(7) Acceleration Sensitivity: 0.002 percent per j.
(8) Operating Temperature Range: -65 to +300F.

(9) Nonlinearity and Hysteresis: Less than 1 percent, combined.

(10) Maximum Allowable Pressure: 150 percent of range without damage,

200 percent of range without rapture.

(11) Measuring Range: 0 to 2,000.

5. Accelerometers

a. Make: Statham

Model: A69TC-350

Statham Instruments, Inc.
12401 West Olympic Blvd, Los Angeles, Calif

List of Characteristics:

(1) Acceleration Range: +100 & to ± O0 &.

(2) Bridge Resistance: 350 ohms.

(3) Excitation: 5 volts DC or AC rms.

(4) Full Scale Output: Approximately 20 my.

(5) Operating Temperature Range: -400F to +2000?.

(6) Direction of Sensitivity: Perpendicular to base.

(7) Overload: Three times rated range.

(8) Transverse Acceleration Response: Less than 0.02 E/& for

transverse accelerations up to rated range.

(9) Nonlinearity and Hysteresis: Less than +1 percent of F.S.

output.,

(10) Natural Frequency: Approximately 2,000 cps.

6. Soil Pressure Gages

a. Make: Lynch

Model: Developed and fabricated in Air Force Weapons Laboratory
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List of Characteristics:

(1) Frequency Response: Greater than 100 kc.

(2) Range: 0 to greater than 2,000 psi.

7. Velocity Gaze

a. Make: Sandia Corporation

Model: DX-B, variable reluctance type

List of Characteristics:
(1) Frequency Response: 0.02 to 400 cp3o

(2) Maximum Range: 100 fps.

(3) Excitation: 4 volts rms.

8. Time-of-Arrival System

100-channel digital display actuated by omidirectional inertia switches.

read out on 16-mm film run at 1,000 fps. Supplies a three-dimensional

analog of energy transmission in soil.

9. Long-Span Strain Gage

a. Make: Developed and fabricated in Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Model: Helical potentiometer type

List of Characteristics:

(1) Frequency Response: 12 cps.

(2) Rise Time: 21 msec. i

(3) Range: Up to 100-ft length.
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